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ĐỀ KIỂM TRA 15 PHÚT MÔN TIẾNG ANH 11

LẦN 2 NĂM 2019 - 2020

Choose the word in each group that has the underlined part pronounced

differently from the rest:

1. a. machine b. change c. teacher d. choose

2. a. bear b. tear c. clear d. dear

3. It was so relaxing to be ________ close friends.

a. in b. between c. among d. around

4. Mary brightened ________ considerably as she thought of Emily’s words.

a. on b. from c. in d. up

5. The children seem to be totally capable ________ working by themselves.

a. on b. of c. in d. for

6. Your friendship should be based on ________ trust.

a. basic b. fragile c. mutual d. blind

7. The company expects ________ from its employees.

a. constancy b. quality c. interest d. loyalty

8. I've got lots of ________, but only a few are really good friends

a. close friends b. acquaintances c. neighbors d. partners

9. Friendship is a two-sided ________, it lives by give-and-take.

a. affair b. event c. aspect d. feature

10. Unselfishness is the very essence part of friendship.

a. romantic part b. important part c. difficult part d. interesting part

11. My parents made me __________ at home all night.

a. stay b. to stay c. staying d. being stayed

12. There is a lot of homework ________ tonight.

a. do b. to do c. doing d. being done

13. I am very happy _________ that you have passed your entrance exam.

a. know b. to know c. knowing d. being known
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14. I saw them ________ the movie theatre together yesterday.

a. go b. to go c. to going d. being gone

15. She wants ____________ a teacher in the future.

a. become b. to become c. becoming d. being become

Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the verbs:

16. Mary (finish) _______ her first novel when she was just 15 years old.

17. While David was preparing dinner, Joanna (take) _______ a bath.

18. After I (finish) _______ my project, I went home.

19. We (have) _______ lunch when Mr. Pike came.

20. By the time the police (come) _______,the thief (leave) _______.

Đáp án: 16. finished

17. Was taking

18. Had finished

19. Was having

20. Came; had left
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